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Review the Basics

Syntax Structure

command varlist qualifiers, options
command

1, 2, or 3 words specifying the task

varlist

0, 1, 2 or more variables

= exp

A math or logical statement to set a value

if exp

A logical statement to limit cases

, options

Words and selectors to alter the command

Understanding Stata Help Conventions
Type help command
This is a typical listing for Stata syntax:

Underline

An abbreviation, type at least this part

Blue

You can click this to get more information

Italics

Do not type exactly, use your own values

[Brackets]

[This part is not required, you can ignore]

Exception: [Brackets] are used in code to specify weighting, e.g., [pw=wgt]

Notice that there are no italics in the Stata examples--type exactly what you see.
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Less Typing in Stata
1. Abbreviating
Commands and Options
Most commands and options can be shortened, as long as they remain distinct from the alternatives. Stata
help documentation indicates possible abbreviations with an underline. These give exactly the same output:

histogram
hist

age, normal
age, norm

width(1)
w(1)

Note: Although tabulate can be abbreviated to just ta, many use tab for clarity.
Similarly generate can be abbreviated to just g, but many use gen.
Variables

help varname
What you type must be unique to the variable (e.g., uniquely identify the variable).
In this dataset, no other variable starts with “y”, so all of these would be acceptable:

tab yrborn

tab yrb

tab y

2. Variable Lists
help varlist
Ranges
Listing two variables with a dash between them includes all variables that are in between them in the file

tab1

nss1-nss15

Wildcards

? = Exactly one character
* = 0 or more characters
sum
sum

nss*
nss?

nss1 nss2 … but also anything else starting with nss, such as nsstate
nss1 nss2 … nss9 but NOT nss10 or nss_total because those are 2+ characters

There are even more wildcards that can be used with the rename command, including # for digits.
This is particularly useful in rename
help rename group
rename jan* *
//remove the prefix jan from all variables that have it.
rename * y2*
//adds the prefix y2 to all variables
rename *in* =r //adds a suffix r to all variables that have in anywhere in the name: in5 → in5r
rename q#* q*[2]_# //moves the number character to the end: q4a → qa_4
rename *, lower
// Make all variable names lowercase
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Multivariate Analysis in Stata
Things you should know
1. Use Factor Variables for Categorical Variables - help fvvarlist
regress dv ib2.var1 3.var3##c.var4 // ivs assumed to be numeric unless you use i. var
anova dv var1 3.var3 c.var4
// ivs assumed to be categorical unless you use c. var
With categorical variables, you need not create separate dummy variables and clutter up your dataset.
#.var - Create indicators for particular values. 2.var would be the recode (2=1)(nonmiss=0).
i.var - Create dummies (indicators) for all values except the minimum value
ib#.var – Specify the reference (base) value if you want something other than the minimum value.
ib(freq).var – Automatically identifies the most frequent value and uses it as the base
Tip: There are more operators such as those used with time series data L.var D.var F.var
2. Easily mark your analysis sample - help stored results
regress dv iv*
gen mysample = e(sample)
tab dv if mysample
You need not finish with mysample == 1 because 0’s are themselves logically false and 1’s are true.
Tip: Each command puts related information or results in either r(), e() or s() that can be saved or used in
output. In help, see “Stored Results”.
3. More easily interpret interactions and logistic regression - help estcom and help margins
regress dv iv1#iv2 iv3
margins iv1#iv2
marginsplot
Tip: Many Stata commands depend on what you last did. Margins will not let you include variables that were
not in the most recent regression.
4. Quickly create regression tables for comparison and publishing – help estimates and help esttab
ssc install estout
reg…
estimates store full
(can also do eststo full: reg… )
reg…
estimates store partial
esttab full partial using output.rtf, wide label nonumbers b(%6.2f)
Tip: To refer to all stored estimates, you cannot specify any. To clear stored estimates, type: estimates clear
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Using Stata's Margins Command
Type

Command

Explanation

When to use

Unspecified Variables
both

margins

Stata uses the cases you have, acting as if each case has the
values you specify and their original values on all other
variables. But, because it doesn’t change any other values, if
the categories are related to the values of other variables, it is
weird (you are acting as if a female was a male).

Default

both

margins, atmeans

Predicts with categorical dummy codes at the observed
proportion, and neither 0 nor 1. e.g., .70 (for when 70% of the
cases have a 1) instead of 0 or 1.

To account for different likelihood
of group memberships.

Predicts with numeric variables at theiir mean value. This can
be useful because you can state exactly what value of each
variable the predictions were calculated for.

If a case with all the values at the
mean is a reasonable
representation of a typical case.

Assumes all categories in the factor variables are eqully likely
(e.g., the groups are equal size/proportions). Adjusts the
predictions as if your dataset had equal.

To correct for category inbalance
in your data, which is equal in the
population..

categorical

margins, asbalanced

Specifying Values
categorical

margins class

Predicts for each level of class

both

margins, at( class = ( 0 1 ) )

Predicts for the specified levels of class.

margins, at( mpg = (20 30 40) )
margins, at( mpg = (20(10)40) )

(these are identical) Using the dataset as is, calculates the
average DV if each observation had the specified values.

categorical

margins, over(class)

Tweaks the default method of setting values for unspecified
variables. Uses only cases with each particular value of over.

If members of each group do
differ on other characteristics.

both

margins, dydx(class)

Calculates the marginal effect (partial effect) for that variable.
For a linear regression this is the same as the coefficient.

To get logistic regression dummy
coefficients as probabilities.

margins, dydx(mpg)
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Nice Looking Tables in Stata
Descriptive Statistics

sysuse auto, clear

command varlist qualifiers using file, options

ssc install tabout
Frequency Tables

Original

tab1 rep78 foreign
tabout rep78 foreign using xttab1, c(freq col cum) style(docx) clab(Freq. Percent Cum.) replace

Tabulate Summarize

Original

tab foreign, sum(mpg)
tabout foreign using xttabsum, sum c(mean mpg sd mpg N mpg) clab(x sd n) style(docx) replace

Pivot Table (1 var)

Original

tab rep78 foreign, sum(mpg) nost nofreq
tabout rep78 foreign using xtpivot, sum c(mean mpg) clab(x) style(xlsx)

2-way Table

Original

tab rep78 foreign, col
tabout rep78 foreign using xttab2.xlsx, c(freq col) style(xlsx) // statistics are side-by-side, not vertical

Table of Statistics
ssc install estout
Summarize

Original

tabstat price mpg rep78, by(foreign) statistics(mean sd) columns(statistics)
estpost tabstat price mpg rep78, by(foreign) statistics(mean sd) columns(statistics) listwise
esttab . using tabstat_1.rtf, cells("mean(fmt(a3)) sd")

Original
Correlation

summarize price mpg rep78
estpost summarize price mpg rep78
esttab . using sum1.tab, cells("mean sd count") noobs tab label replace

Original

pwcorr price mpg turn foreign, star(.05)
estpost correlate price mpg turn foreign, matrix
esttab . using corr1.tab, not unstack compress noobs tab replace label p

T-test

Original

ttest price, by(foreign)
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Macro Variables & Loops
Stata Syntax: Loops for Appending CSV Files
see also: help extended_fcn
Assumes files are in the subfolder “csv”
Local variables are marked by a backtick (`) and a single quote (‘): `var'

Example: Appending many files
Recommended: Easier to Troubleshoot
/****** ALL-IN-ONE ******/
cd "C:\myfolder"

/**** STEP-BY-STEP *****/
cd "C:\myfolder"
mkdir "stata"
clear

clear
local csvfiles: dir "csv" files "*.csv"
foreach file of local csvfiles {
preserve
insheet using “csv/`file'”, clear
** add syntax here to run on each file**
save temp, replace
restore
append using temp
}
rm temp // remove temporary .dta file
save alldata, replace
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local csvfiles : dir "csv" files "*.csv"
foreach file of local csvfiles {
insheet using “csv/`file'”, clear
local name : subinstr local file ".csv" ""
gen file = “`name'” // optional
** add syntax here to run on each file **
save “stata/`name'.dta”, replace
}
cd "stata"
local statafiles : dir . files "*.dta"
append using `statafiles'
cd ..
save alldata, replace
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